Introduct ion
Bottom mesons are detectable in high energy hadron colliders by the fact that they are long-lived with a lifetime of about 1.5 ps. At the Tevatron this lifetime imparts an average displacement of 600 pm to the B meson before it decays.
By surrounding the interaction region with a silicon detector capable of finding the displaced vertex and a tracking spectrometer, CDF has shown that it is possible to compete effectively with the more traditional e+ e-colliders in certain areas of the study of bottom quarks and mesons.
Despite possessing the largest production rate of B mesons in the world (z 30pb for ]y] < l.O), l.O), the background rate from normal pp collisions limits the decays studied to those involving J/$J and lepton final states. Triggering on electrons and muons helps remove the QCD background. Even so, interesting results on B cross sections, B, B,, and hb lifetimes, mixing, new particle searches, ratios of branching ratios, final state polarizations, and tagging methods have been reported by CDF in the last year.
Section 2 of this report focuses on the most recent results from CDF with data from Run-I of the Fermilab Tevatron. Section 2 will also detail an analysis on the technique of same side tagging of B mesons in the context of a mixing measurement but with implications studying CP violation in the B sector in Run-II. Section 3 will briefly describe the expected beam parameters for Run-II and the planned detector upgrades to CDF. Finally section 4 will project the expected physics reach of CDF in Run-II for measuring CP violation and other studies of the bottom meson.
Recent CDF Results
The data used in these analyses were collected with the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) d uring the 1992-1995 run, and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 110 pb-' from pp collisions at fi = 1.8 TeV. The CDF detector is described in detail elsewhere [l] . We describe the components of the detector that are important for these analyses. [3] . Two muon subsystems in the central region were used, which together provide coverage in the pseudo-rapidity interval 171 < 1.0, where pseudo-rapidity is defined as 77 = -ln[tan(0/2)].
In order to detect the decays of the B mesons CDF uses a multi-layer trigger system that triggers on single leptons, muon pairs, or on electron-muon events. Level 1 triggers on hits in the muon chambers or electromagnetic calorimeter showers. Level 2 matches tracks to these hits and requires multiple hits in the case of dileption and e -p triggers. Both levels 1 and 2 are hardware triggers.
Level 3 is in software and improves the resolution and cuts of the triggers if necessary.
Hadronic b Production
Initial measurements of the .7/$ and $(2S) cross section from B decays seemed to indicate larger production rates than predicted. [4] Recent data has subsequently
shown that most J/$J and $(2S) production is prompt. Shown in Figure 1 is the fraction of J/$ candidates originating from B meson decays. When this fraction is removed and a Monte Carlo of the detector used to correct for the acceptance as a function of transverse momentum (PT), the total cross sections for the production of prompt J/$ and $(2S) are obtained. Figure 2 shows the differential cross sections as a function of PT($, 7/(2S)).
The theory curve is a color octet model [5] that was normalized to an earlier subset of the data shown here. This model also predicts that the charmonium states should be polarized at high momentum relative to their masses. Work is in progress to determine if this is observed.
By looking at the data which exhibits a long lifetime the cross section of J/?c, and +(2S) states from B meson decays can be obtained. Figure 3 shows the resulting differential cross sections. The two lines are calculations of the two cross sections based on NLO QCD [6] , MRSDO structure functions [7] , Peterson fragmentation [8] , and the CLEO decay module for the B + $J+X process. As has been reported previously, the cross section from B decays is above the prediction; however, it is possible to alter the QCD energy scale, fragmentation e, and the b quark pole mass to get within one standard deviation of the observed value. We are beginning to observe that the shape of theory does not agree with observed B spectrum for J/$ PT smaller than N 7.0 GeV/c.
The $(2S) spectrum is still consistent with the predicted shape within statistics.
Because there is additional uncertainty in the B meson spectrum introduced by the decay to the $J. measuring the production cross section in exclusive final states is also important.
Shown in Figure 4 is the B meson cross section where the meson was detected from the decays B + J/11, + I?
where both K* and K*",~*O are included. The charged mode contains 73 pb-' of data while the neutral mode contains 19 pb-'. The difference in normalization between predicted and observed values is preserved while the shape agrees well with the exception of the lowest momentum bin.
The high production rate of J/+ B mesons at the Tevatron allows precision measurements of the ratio of branching ratios between B + J/T+!J + K and B -+ $(2S) + K in both charged and neutral modes. g&gq = 0.67 f 0.09 f 0.10 while w = 0.57 f 0.13 + 0.07.
New Particle Searches
Hadron colliders produce all types of the B hadrons. Some of these states may prove useful in the study of QCD final state interactions and in mixing or CP violation analyses.
Earlier this decade, the Ab baryon was claimed to have been seen at UAl [9] CDF is currently searching in two channels for this particle. The decay B, + J/+ + 1 + X is not fully reconstructed and has backgrounds that are currently under study. Reported here is the search in the exclusive decay B, -+ J/$ + 7r with the entire 110 pb-' of data. Figure 5 shows the limit as a function of the assumed lifetime in the mass region from 6.1 to 6.4 GeV/c-2 with respect to the production of the kinematically similar decay of B, + J/lc, t K. CDF has also observed the Cabbibo suppressed decay B, -+ J/T+!J f r and has obtained g$g+ = 5.0:;:; f 0.1%.
Lifetimes
Studying the lifetimes of the charged and neutral B mesons and the. Ab probes final state interactions and tests the prediction of the factorization hypothesis that all B hadrons will have nearly the same lifetime. CDF has recently updated results with the full data set in the inclusive decay of the B, to D, lepton, inclusive J/$'s and in the fully reconstructed modes of the B meson. Figure 6 shows the psuedo-cr distribution of the J/q sample.
Using 
Same Side Tagging of B Mesons
Studies are continuing at CDF to improve methods of identifying the flavor of the B meson when it is produced. This is important for two types of measurements; mixing and CP violation of the B" or Bi mesons. In a mixing or CP violation experiment there are three parts to the analysis. The particle type must be identified at decay by the decay products, the decay length must be measured, and the meson type when it was produced identified.
The meson type at decay time is identified by finding a lepton+D'(D+, 0') state. The sign of the lepton then determines whether the meson was a B or B and the charge of the D determines whether the B was neutral or charged.
The lepton and the D meson daughter tracks are required to be in the SVX. The tracks forming the D meson are vertex constrained and the resulting parent trajectory projected back to form a vertex with the lepton thus identifying the location of the B meson decay.
At hadron colliders the most difficult part of this analysis is the identification of the B meson flavor at production.
One method of identification suggested in the literature [l5] was to identify the soft charged pions that should be shed during B fragmentation to maintain color neutrality or the pion daughters of the decays of higher resonance states (like B**). Ln both cases the charge of the associated pion is correlated the same way with the flavor of the parent meson.
We use the track with the minimum pT1 other than the 1eptontD tracks within R = dm 5 0.7 as the candidate pion track thus tagging the flal vor of the initial meson. The average number of tracks in the cone per event is 3.2 not including the lepton-D tracks.With this identification method one can plot the time-dependent asymmetry in the number of "right" vs. "wrong" sign tags .
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Equation 1 should have no time dependence for charged B's, but it will take the form Do cos (z&/r) for neutral B's because of mixing. DO is defined as the "dilution" of the sample and will be IDo1 2 1.0. N~s(t) and N,,(t) are simply the number of events as a function of cr where the flavor tagging track matches or doesn't match the expected flavor of the lepton+D system. The analysis was done for both charged and neutral B meson final states as a comparison and as a measure of the quantity DO called the dilution. This quantity would equal 1.0 for charged B mesons and would produce a time dependent amplitude of 1.0 in the neutral case if the tagging method were perfect.
Corrections to the Dilution (DO) and Final Result
There are several sources of contamination that come in from other decays of B mesons. Among examples of these are the decays B" * ul+D"-and B" + vl+D'-.
The first decay sheds a pion in the decay chain of the D" that can be missidentified as a valid tag while the second decay would fake a B+ + vI+p if the soft pion from the D' is missed. By comparing the number of pion tags that are consistent with the B vertex as opposed to the primary vertex in data one can measure the effect of these backgrounds. Corrections are also applied to account for the SVX resolution.
After the background subtractions and corrections are applied the resulting asymmetry vs. decay length is plotted in Figure 7 for B+ and Bo respectively. There is clear evidence for the mixing of the neutral mesons and no indication the charged mesons mix. The values obtained are zd = 0.67f0.09, D+ = 0.28 f 0.04, and DO = 0.22 & 0.03. Though the combined LEP measurement of Xd is to higher precision, the point of this observation is to show the effectiveness of same-side tagging. Ultimately same side tagging will be combined with other CDF tagging methods for a more accurate measure of B -B mixing. 
CDF Upgrade Plans for Run-II
The last run of the Tevatron ended in 1996. Fermilab is constructing a new main injector that will enable closer spacing of bunches and will facilitate higher luminosity.
The next run of the Tevatron with the main injector is scheduled for 1999. Run-II is the designation for this colliding beam run.
There are several challenges that must be met by CDF in order to effectively take data during Run-II. The projected maximum luminosity is expected to approach 2 x 1O32 cm-2s11 The run will begin with 36 proton and antiproton bunches 396 ns apart and could go to 99 bunches with 132 ns spacing by the end of the run. The integrated radiation 2.5 cm from the beam line will reach 1 Mrad and it is expected that 2 fb-r of data can be delivered during the course of the run. Constructing a detector capable of operating under these conditions requires the replacement and changing of several key systems in the Collider Detector.
This high luminosity running presents beauty physics with another opportunity to take advantage of the high production rate at the Tevatron in Run-II, and the CDF collaboration is focusing resources on detectors and data acquisition that could unlock nearly all decays of the B meson rather than the traditional J/Q and lepton triggers. Specifically a silicon detector (the SVX-II) will send data to a trigger that searches for tracks with high impact parameter (the SVT). This trigger and silicon detector will allow CDF to trigger on non-leptonic tracks from B meson decay for the first time. There are upgrade plans for other systems in the Collider Detector but this paper will focus on the upgrades that will effect the study of B mesons most dramatically and on the physics capabilities thus gained for Run-II.
3.1
The Trackers
Central Open-cell Tracker (COT)
The current Central Tracking Chamber (CTC) will require replacement. The CTC was in use for the 1987 running of the Collider Detector when the instantaneous luminosity of the Tevatron was two orders of magnitude smaller than in Run-I. As the luminosity has increased the inner layers of the CTC have been forced to contend with increased occupancy and space charge in the drift volume.
To counteract those effects the gain of the chamber was reduced for Run-I and the sensitivity of the preamplifiers increased to compensate.
For the yet higher luminosity of Run-II, the number of interactions per crossing is controlled by increasing the number of bunches thus decreasing the crossing time from 3500 ns to 396 ns (and eventually to 132 ns). However, the CTC, with 700 ns maximum drift time, cannot take full advantage of the increased number of bunches.
As a result a new tracking chamber will be needed for Run-II that would be capable of resolving individual beam crossings even if the time between bunches drops to 132 ns. This proposed tracker is called the central open-cell tracker (COT).
The COT will consist of 8 superlayers of cells. One-half of these cells will have sense wire planes on a 53' angle with respect to the beam for stereo z resolution.
Each cell has 12 sense wires, uses a fast gas, and a small drift region so that the maximum drift time is expected to be 1OOns when the crossing time is 132 ns. The COT has approximately twice the number of wires as the current tracker but the same number of radiation lengths of material. Table 2 contains a summary of the properties of the COT and the CTC for comparison.
Apart from being more radiation resistant and capable of delivering information faster than the CTC, the COT is expected to have the same track resolution as the CTC.
[lG]
3.1. 2 The Silicon Vertex Detector (SVX-II)
The CDF collaboration has had the benefit of silicon vertex detectors in the form of the SVX and SVX' for all of Run-I. These devices were key to giving the collaboration enough confidence to present preliminary results on the discovery of the top quark in 1994. [17] They are also the primary reason that CDF can compete at all with the experiments at CLEO and LEP in the realm of b physics.
The worth of this type of detector is such that there is now little question silicon detectors should be placed at the heart of any colliding beam experiment. Hence the SVX-II will replace the current SVX' near the luminous region. The SVX-II detector will supply data to the level 2 trigger. This as well as the increased radiation fluence drive the design parameters of the svx-II.
The physical design of the detector will cover over 90% of the luminous region, and SVX-II will have double sided detectors that will provide full 3-d vertexing.
One detector unit is termed a "barrel" and each barrel contains 12 radial slices in 4 with 5 layers each. A total of 3 barrels will make up SVX-II. Table 3 lists the main points of the SVX-II and compares them to the current SVX' detector.
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The SVX-II silicon detector will have 5 layers of silicon radially from the beam. Layers O,l, and 3 will have 6 and z strips at 90' with respect to each other whereas layers 2 and 4 will have stereo strips at an angle of 1.2'. The first layer of silicon encountered from the beam will be located 2.55 cm from the beam. There are a factor of ten more channels in this detector compared to the SVX'. In order to accommodate this and to supply the trigger the readout speed is a factor of 25 times faster and has more parallel links so the data rate from the entire detector is 153Gbits/s when readout begins. It is expected that the single track resolution should be similar to the SVX in the T -4 plane (z 8pm) and equal to the strip pitch divided by fi for normal incident tracks but better resolution (2 25pm) when more than one strip is hit in the r -z plane.[l6]
Data Acquisition

Deadtimeless Operation
The entire data aquisition system for the Collider Detector will be upgraded to allow for a pipelined and buffered readout. The pipeline is determined by the length of time required to make a Level 1 trigger decision and return a Level 1 accept to the individual subsystems (like the SVX or the calorimeter).
Shown in Figure 8 is a block diagram of the "deadtimeless" data acquisition system. Data is taken synchronously with the beam crossing and stored in a pipeline. When the event comes to the end of the pipeline it is gated (or not) by the presence of a Level 1 accept and a buffer number. This decision involves the electro-magnetic calorimeter, the central tracker, or the muon system. The level 1 decision and return time is estimated to be 5~s.
If an event has been accepted it is stored in the buffer while the level 2 decision is made. The full level 2 time varies but is expected to average 20 pa. The level 2 trigger combines the track stubs in the SVX with the CTC and looks for high impact parameter tracks. It also makes matches to muons and electrons allowing for more discriminating power in the trigger. When a level 2 accept or reject is received the buffer in question is either flushed or held while the event is scanned into the level 3 processing farm. The event rate into level 3 is expected to be 1 kHz. Until this point the trigger system was implemented in hardware or programmable gate arrays. Level 3 is a software trigger that pairs the rate down to 1OOhz for writing to tape (the final media will not be decided until closer to the run). All of this is controlled by a central processor called the Trigger Supervisor.
. From the point of B physics one of the key triggers in the level 2 trigger is the SVT or Silicon Vertex Trigger.
This device accepts data from the SVX-II detector and the track list from the level 1 CTC trigger.
First it finds the clusters and centroids using a hit finder. The locations of the hits found is sent to the associative memory which uses pre-designated track roads of 250 pm to find SVX tracks.
The roads are sent to a hit buffer where information from the CTC trigger at level 1 is also collected. This is where a road is associated with a particular CTC track. The combination is sent to a group of track fitter modules where the track finding process is refined up to the full spatial resolution of the SVX-II. Groups of track fitters are assembled into processor farms that are numerous enough that each farm should be able to work with only one road. The processor farm will find all the tracks in that road and return the impact parameter information. A pass/fail is then sent to the trigger supervisor. Figure 9 shows the path of data as it arrives from the SJ'X and the CTC through the processors described in this paragraph.
The SVT is segmented in 4 in 12 sections as is the SVX. Any track that crosses wedge boundaries will not be found by the SVT unless a sufficient number of hits exist in one wedge. The SVT hit finders are independently pipelined so that information can be streaming into the hit finders while previous events are being processed further along. [16] 
Physics Prospects in Run-II
With the addition of double sided silicon detector, pipelined and deadtimeless data acquisition, and the ability to trigger at level 2 on tracks with high impact parameter, CDF is well positioned to contribute to the next generation of measurements that can be made in the B sector. Specifically finding the B, meson and measuring its lifetime may also be possible as well as searches for rare B decays. Depending on z,, it might also be possible to measure the oscillations of the B, meson. Additionally CP violation in B decay should be observable at the Tevatron.
CP Violation Reach in Run-II
When both the B and B meson decay to the same CP eigenstate it is possible that the decay amplitudes will interfere. If the relative phase between the two amplitudes is not zero this effect will appear as an asymmetry in the decay rate of the B -B to that eigenstate.
This will happen whether or not the B meson is charged; however, if the neutral B meson is studied that asymmetry will be time dependant and will take the following form:
Tree level diagrams are expected to dominate the decay amplitudes for the decay B" -+ .7/$tK: which would imply for this case that 1x1 z 1.0 reducing equation 2 to a pure sine function. In this case the analysis proceeds much like the mixing analysis presented earlier in this proceeding.
In fact, the problem of identifying the flavor of the B meson at production is identical and causes a degradation (called the "dilution" D = ( NR -Nw)/( NR+ NW) where NR and NW are the number of right and wrong tags respectively.) when the initial flavor is not consistently tagged in the time dependent asymmetry.
The effect of a diluted A(t) is to require higher statistics to achieve the same accuracy on a measurement of the CP angle. The relationship between the CP asymmetry uncertainty and the dilution is 6A2 'Y ~/NED'?.
Where D is the dilution, N is the total number of decays to the specific CP eigenstate, S and B are 'signal' and 'background' respectively, and E is the B flavor tagging efficiency.
One can see that in addition to the statistics collected, the quantity eD2 provides a figure of merit for determining what physics reach can be expected for Run-II.
sin 2p
In case of measuring sin 2/3, the most practical method is to find and tag the decay B" -+ J/q4 + K ,". Shown in Figure 10 is a plot of the total number of events of this type collected in 110 pb-r of data. Several changes to the J/g trigger are planned for Run-II and should increase the number of J/$'s per pb-' collected. The muon trigger acceptance will be improved and the muon momentum threshold on the trigger will be dropped from 2.0 GeV/c to 1.5 GeV/c. This change should double the J/$ rate over Run-I implying approximately 10,000 J/$J + Ki events by the end of Run-II. Table 4 shows a list of current tagging methods that will be used in Run-II for mixing and CP violation measurements.
Beside the list of current tagging methods being studied is a column with the measured values of cD2 from the Run-I data and the expected values for Run-II. The last column is the primary upgrade responsible for the increase. Using upgraded values for cD2 one would expect greater sensitivity to sin 2/3. Additionally, an electron J/T) trigger will be added which should further improve statistics. Space is being provided for a time-of-flight system as well. [16] We estimate based on these improvements that CDF should be able to measure 6sin2P to 0.08-0.13. Since the expected value of sin2P = 0.65 * 0.12, a reasonable measurement should be possible.
[l8]
sin 2a
Independently measuring the angles of the unitarity triangle overconstrains it and provides a test of the Standard Model. Consequently, one would like to try to measure sin 2a as well. CDF's "deadtimeless" DAQ system and the addition of the SVT will allow a high-rate, hadronic B meson trigger at the Tevatron.
This trigger could be used to look for CP violation in the decay B" -+ T+ T-.
The level 1 trigger does not have SVX-II hits, therefore the trigger rate must be lowered so that track triggers do not dominate the trigger cross section.
At level 1 two tracks with transverse momentum greater than 2.0 GeV/c will be required of opposite sign. A cut on the 4 angle between the tracks may also be required. The trigger rate is estimated to be 16kHz for the luminosity expected in Run-II. The SVT will then require that both tracks have an impact parameter > 100pm with respect to the beam and this should reject enough events to drop the rate for scanning to level 3 to 20 Hz.
Unfortunately, B" -+ rTf T-has sources of physics background beyond the background from QCD tracks. The decays B + Kr, B, -+ K K, and B, + K 1 will all put events in the mass region of the B meson. Figure 11 shows the effect of this physics background.
For the purpose of this plot there is no combinatorial background or particle ID assumed. The branching fraction of the B + r T decay mode is assumed to be equal to the branching fraction of B ---$ Kn. The two B, branching fractions were also assumed to be equal to the Bk counterparts but are scaled by the production fraction relative to B mesons. From this plot it is clear that additional particle ID would be helpful for measuring sin 2a. According to Monte Carlo studies, with S/Bkg 2 1.0 it may be possible to expect bsin 2a z 10%.
Conclusion
The Collider Detector Facility has made significant contributions to the study of bottom quarks over the last 5 years. This is due to the high B meson cross section but also because CDF has had a silicon detector that enables the detection 0f.B mesons by their decay length. Using this detector CDF has obtained competitive measurements on the production of B mesons and quarkonia states, the direct observation of the B lifetime, new particle and rare decay searches, and in the area of B meson mixing and B flavor tagging.
Because of the even higher luminosity for the next running period, significant upgrades are planned at CDF to take advantage of the silicon resolution in the trigger. This will allow CDF to take advantage of the hadronic decays of the B meson in searches for CP violating effects. Further advances in trigger and data aquisition should only increase the trigger cross section allowing CDF and hadron machines in general to continue to contribute significantly to the rich field of Beauty physics. Singlet. -.
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CDF Preliminary
No background is shown in this plot. The mass resolution is assumed to be 20 MeV/c2 in this figure.
